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Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 14: Transfusion
Statistics Score: Rosario+Vampire: Season II. Kat Cronk rated it really liked it May 23, Books by Akihisa Ikeda. Add to Favorites. Ranked
Popularity Members 53, I am just amazed at how the mangaka improved. Other editions. Get A Copy. To see what your friends thought of this
book, please sign up. Especially because my long time ship of Fang-fang and Yukari is actually canon now. Jun 5, AM by Snow Discuss 30
comments. The Well, the plan was to read it today, but yesterday I just wanted to peek Rosario+Vampire: Season II a few pages and before I
knew it, it was midnight and I was finished with the manga. Loved this series. Rosario+Vampire: Season II artwork was beautifully done and there
was a lot to admire due to the abundance Rosario+Vampire: Season II characters. Overall 10 Story 9 Art 9 Character 10 Enjoyment Jan 06,
Leila Anani rated it really liked it Shelves: mangavampire-mangashojo-manga. To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up. Aono,
Tsukune Rosario+Vampire: Season II. I won't make a super long review, as the last volume is totally epic and I don't want to spoil anything.
Wow, just wow. Popularity: Members: 53, Favorites: 3, Aden G rated it liked it Dec 06, It was a fun trip, and I would truly recommend it to
everyone. Just a moment while we sign you in to your Goodreads account. You may block cookies via standard web-browser settings, but this
site may not function correctly without cookies. EndlessSky All reviews 11 people found this review helpful. I want to see him grow closer to that
person. Other books in the series. Rosario+Vampire: Season II to Read Rosario+Vampire: Season II Reading Read. Shirayuki, Mizore Main. As
we come to a close on this series for me the ending was meh. Great come back from season 1. Kurono, Kurumu Main. At times some customers
have experienced delays of several minutes. The second series ends with a bang, packing in giant monsters and Rosario+Vampire: Season II,
death and sacrifice, and just a smidge of the humor and fan service that made it fun to read. Other than that, another solid entry in the series. The
second season of the series is interesting because: while Tsukune plays the major role, all of the other characters play much more prominent roles
in each volume. I will Rosario+Vampire: Season II to hop around them. Lists with This Book. It is revealed that Moka was an artificial personality
created by the rosario to protect the seal. Shuzen, Kokoa Main. May 06, Jellisa Thomas rated it it was amazing. A pretty interesting end for this
series as it goes from a comedic monster of the day harem type manga to slowly transform into an action manga with a lovecraftian final villain.
Worth every penny, every second of every page! Jan 15, Kittyki rated it really liked it Shelves: manga. More news. I honestly gave it four stars for
that reason. A small portion of that was presented in mini comics at the very end, but there was no detail and most of it was just e You can't have
one of the main characters on the cover in a bridal dress and then not Rosario+Vampire: Season II said character get married. Man that was one
totally deserved end battle. I sure hope so! You think things could just be normal for once at school for Tsukune, but it just got a lot worse when a
band of dangerous thieves appeaered in the school attacking random students. Readers also enjoyed. Error rating book. Goodreads helps you
keep track of books you want to read. I loved it! To have a happy ending I loved it! You have been sent an email with instructions on how to reset
your password. The ending well it was okey, but I expected more. Average rating 4. With new adversaries looming on the horizon, and something
much more sinister than the gang has ever Rosario+Vampire: Season II before. More featured articles. This book doesn't only bring an epic battle,
but it Rosario+Vampire: Season II brings confessions finally! More recommendations. Community Reviews. I have followed it for a long time, I
saw the art change, the characters grow, the plot grow beyond the school-setting but still keeping some of the ecchi-ness. Top 15 Anime Wolf
Rosario+Vampire: Season II Howling in the Night Whether noble or savage, wise or feral, wolves have always had a place in our hearts. Tsukune
and gang are back, and more powerful then ever.
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